
     
Touch Screen Kiosk and Digital Signage Solutions

Indoor Kiosks: Unleash Creativity in Design
Discover the versatility of our indoor digital signage and
touchscreen kiosks, meticulously designed for various user
purposes. 

From freestanding to wall-mounted and wheelchair-
friendly options, our range reflects innovation at its best.
As pioneers in the field, we recognize the importance of
choice. 

On each product page, explore customization options,
including printers, scanners, and a plethora of peripherals.
Can't find a specific peripheral? Contact us, and let us tailor
a solution to meet your unique requirements.

Outdoor Kiosks: Weatherproof Elegance
Step into the future with our outdoor touchscreen kiosks
and digital signage, engineered as durable, weatherproof
units with a sleek design. 

Whether freestanding, wall-mounted, or towering at car or
truck height, our outdoor range sets new standards. 

Just like our indoor collection, each product page
showcases customization options, ensuring your outdoor
kiosk aligns seamlessly with your needs. Can't spot a
specific peripheral? Reach out to us, and let's innovate
together.
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Explore the World of Possibilities 
with Our Kiosk Catalog

Welcome to our comprehensive kiosk catalog, where innovation meets versatility. 

At Conceptkiosk, we take pride in offering a diverse range of kiosks designed for every purpose
imaginable. Whether you're envisioning an indoor space transformed by our sleek and modern designs or
an outdoor setting enhanced by our robust models, our catalog has it all.

Inside this guide, you'll discover an array of indoor kiosks that seamlessly blend form and function,
elevating the aesthetics of any environment. 

Our outdoor models, built to withstand the elements, bring convenience to the great outdoors. We invite
you to peruse these pages and let your imagination run wild.

We hope this catalog serves as a source of inspiration for our
valued customers.
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DURA OUTDOOR
Elevate your outdoor projects with the DURA Outdoor, a robust and weatherproof digital signage solution
designed to meet the demands of diverse environments. Ideal for applications ranging from advertising
and interactive city installations to wayfinding and tourist information, the DURA Outdoor opens up
endless possibilities for engaging and informative content.

Key Features:
Available Screen Sizes: 32″ | 43″ | 49″ | 55″ | 65″ | 75″
Weatherproof Design: Crafted for durability, our fully weatherproof unit boasts an anti-glare-coated
glass with an IR/UV filter. This ensures optimal visibility of your messages, even in direct sunlight,
while protecting the monitor from heat absorption.

Specifications:
Customization Options: Tailor the kiosk to your brand with customizable features such as branding,
powder-coated finishes in RAL colors, graphic laminate, and LED lighting.
Interactive Technology: Utilize Displax's projected capacitive touch foil for a seamless interactive
experience.
Audio and Visual Enhancements: Enjoy crystal-clear sound with Dell 12W speakers and capture high-
quality visuals with the Logitech C920 camera.
Payment Solutions: Provide convenience with credit card and NFC payment options.
Connectivity: Stay connected with integrated WiFi capabilities, enabling communication with the
integrated PC or creating a WiFi hotspot for users.

Whether you're enhancing urban landscapes or delivering vital information, the DURA Outdoor is your
reliable partner. 

Unleashing Possibilities in Digital Signage
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Revolutionize your parking management with Conceptkiosk's FLEXI Outdoor—an ideal solution for efficient and
user-friendly parking payment systems.

Tailored for payment solutions, the FLEXI Outdoor kiosk is extensively used in parking garages and open lots. Its
durable and weatherproof design, available in screen sizes of 19" and 22", ensures reliable operation in various
outdoor conditions. 

Customize the FLEXI Outdoor with the specific components needed for your parking project. Whether you're
enhancing access gate controls, integrating ticketing systems, or improving wayfinding, the FLEXI Outdoor offers
versatility and adaptability.

FLEXI Outdoor

Explore the endless possibilities of
Conceptkiosk's FLEXI Outdoor, a trusted
choice for streamlined and effective parking
payment solutions.
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FLEXI ACCESS GATE
The FLEXI Access Gate thrives in diverse environments, acting as the first point of contact before granting access
to your company or facilities. Its weatherproof design makes it suitable for various applications, ensuring a
seamless blend of security and innovation.

       Access Gate Controls: Ensure secure access with cutting-edge authentication features.

       Ticketing Systems: Simplify ticketing processes for events or transportation hubs.

FLEXI Access Gate is adaptable to your needs and preferences. 
Our wide range of options guarantees a solution that aligns perfectly with your requirements.

AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES
19″ | 22″
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Introducing the DURA Outdoor on Legs, an innovative outdoor information hub designed to seamlessly
integrate into public spaces. A versatile alternative to the wall-mounted unit, this kiosk model finds its place in
parks, town halls, churches, and beyond, offering a dynamic platform for communication.

Key Highlights:

Striking Design: The sleek and contemporary design of the DURA Outdoor on Legs enhances the visual
appeal of any outdoor setting. Its elevated position ensures eye-level interaction, making it a focal point for
information dissemination.

Wide Range of Applications: Tailored for diverse applications, this outdoor kiosk serves as an effective tool
for advertising, wayfinding, and conveying tourist information. Its adaptability makes it a valuable asset for a
range of projects.

Sturdy Construction: Engineered for durability, the kiosk is constructed to withstand the rigors of outdoor
environments. Resistant to varying weather conditions, it stands tall as a reliable and long-lasting
information hub.

Deploy the DURA Outdoor on Legs to transform outdoor spaces into interactive hubs of information, providing
a valuable resource for visitors and locals alike.

DURA OUTDOOR ON LEGS
Outdoor Information Hub
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Introducing the DURA Outdoor Wall – a robust and weatherproof wall-mounted digital signage solution
designed for diverse applications. I

deal for projects revolving around advertising, interactive city displays, wayfinding, and tourist information,
the DURA Outdoor Wall offers endless possibilities for engaging communication.

Available in a range of screen sizes from 32" to 75", this versatile kiosk is crafted to capture your audience
at eye level, ensuring optimal visibility and impact. 

The high-quality laminated IR/UV-filter and anti-glare coated glass mitigate the sun's effects, guaranteeing a
clear and vibrant display even in challenging outdoor conditions.

Elevate your messaging strategy with the durability and reliability of the DURA Outdoor Wall – a powerful
tool for effective communication in any environment.

DURA OUTDOOR WALL
Outdoor Information Hub
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DURA MEGA WALL
Indoor solutions
Elegant & Slim Wall-Mounted Digital Signage

In our pursuit of delivering the best in digital
signage, we proudly present our DURA MEGA
WALL. 

This sleek and elegant unit is crafted to impress
and is suitable for a wide range of indoor
advertising projects. 

Whether it's in shopping centers, large stores,
hardware stores, or other locations, the DURA
MEGA WALL is designed to stand out and create
a memorable experience for your customers.

We believe that DURA MEGA WALL could be the
perfect solution for your projects, and we'd love
to hear more about your needs. 

Feel free to contact us to discuss how we can
collaboratively create something extraordinary.

Gold anodizing Copper anodizing
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Introducing the DURA Slim digital signage – an ideal solution for creating an impactful presence in large retail
spaces. Whether it's a bustling shopping center, a sprawling mall, or a busy hardware store, DURA Slim ensures
your message stands out

Why Choose DURA Slim?
Diverse sizing options.

Customizable in your preferred colors.
Possibility of high-quality lamination in the form of,

for example, logo or customer requests.

Discover more about the DURA Slim on our website and let's take your marketing to the next level.

DURA Slim
Transforming Indoor Advertising
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We are thrilled to showcase our FLEXI Adjust, a cutting-edge, adjustable kiosk designed
to cater to individuals of all heights, including those in wheelchairs.

FLEXI Adjust 

Your  W
he

elc
hair Friendly  Kiosk

Key Features:

Adjustable height for users of different
statures.

Wheelchair friendly design for seamless
accessibility.  

  
Perfect for digital receptions, queue
management,         wayfinding, and more.

Available screen sizes: 19" | 22".

The FLEXI Adjust is widely used in projects
related to digital receptions, queue management
systems, and is especially valued for its
wheelchair-friendly features.

With endless possibilities, it is the ideal solution
for enhancing user experience across various
environments.

Ready to Start Your Project?
Explore the complete specifications and
customization options on our website: 
https://www.conceptkiosk.com/flexi-adjust/
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FLEXI Tilt 
Introducing the FLEXI Tilt, a cutting-edge indoor kiosk
designed to adapt to your unique needs.

Ideal for various applications such as digital
receptions, queue management systems, payment
solutions, and wayfinding, the FLEXI Tilt is a
customizable solution that caters to your specific
requirements.

Available Screen Sizes:
19″
22″

Unlock the potential of the FLEXI Tilt and elevate
your indoor kiosk experience.

Your Versatile Indoor Kiosk Solution
Key Features:

Tailored Components: Choose from a range of
components to configure the FLEXI Tilt according to your
needs.

Multifunctional: Perfect for diverse applications, from
digital receptions to printing tickets for a cinema, the
FLEXI Tilt offers endless possibilities.

User-Friendly Design: The 45° angle of the touch monitor
ensures a high level of ergonomics, providing a user-
friendly experience for seamless interaction.
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FLEXI Stand
Introducing the FLEXI Stand, an ideal indoor kiosk
designed for seamless integration in diverse
environments such as hospitals, medical clinics, and
high-traffic areas. 

Engineered for efficiency, the FLEXI Stand proves to be
a versatile solution, excelling in scenarios that demand
quick and efficient processes like scanning,
registration, payment, and check-ins.

Tailored for projects involving digital receptions, queue
management systems, web applications, and
wayfinding, the FLEXI Stand emerges as a user-friendly
marvel. With available screen sizes ranging from 15" to
22" and support for VESA 100x100 monitors, it offers
flexibility to meet various display needs.

This kiosk stands out as the simplest and most cost-
effective option to kickstart your digital ventures.
Despite its affordability, the FLEXI Stand doesn't
compromise on essential features. 

It strikes the perfect balance, making it an optimal
choice for environments where efficiency matters,
such as busy waiting areas and spaces where
streamlined operations are crucial.

Unleash the potential of the FLEXI Stand and
explore the endless possibilities it brings to your
digital projects.
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DURA Table
Transform the way customers access information with
the DURA Table, a sophisticated indoor digital signage
solution tailored for high-traffic areas such as
shopping centers and expansive retail spaces, hotels
and indoor amusements.

Explore the Features:

Limitless Potential: Experience the versatility of the
DURA Table, offering endless possibilities for
engaging and informative content.

Tailored Screen Sizes: Available in 32″, 42″, 46″, and
55″, choose the perfect size to meet your project
requirements.

Elevate Information Interaction with DURA Table
Elegance in Interaction:

Designed with precision, the DURA Table features an
elegant and ergonomic structure, presenting the
monitor at a comfortable 45° angle. 

This deliberate design ensures not only a visually
appealing display but also a user-friendly interaction
experience. 

As a prominent point of information, the DURA Table
effortlessly captures attention and invites seamless
engagement.
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FLEXI Access Gate
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES

19″ | 22″



FLEXI Outdoor
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES

19″ | 22″



DURA Outdoor on legs
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES

32″ | 43″ | 49″ | 55″ | 65″ | 75″



DURA Outdoor on legs
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES

32″ | 43″ | 49″ | 55″ | 65″ | 75″



FLEXI Midi
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES

19″ | 22″



FLEXI Stand
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES

19″ | 22″



FLEXI Tilt
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES

19″ | 22″



DURA Mega
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES

32″ | 43″ | 55″ | 65″ | 75″



FLEXI Adjust
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES

19″ | 22″



DURA Mega Wall
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES

32″ | 43″ | 55″ | 65″ | 75″



Flexi  Wall
AVAILABLE SCREEN SIZES

19″ | 22″


